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Abstract- Transconductance filters use LC ladder filters as 
prototypes. Unfortunately real LC filters and transconductance 
filters have losses and the resultant filter characteristics are 
often very different than the desired one. The purpose of this 
study is to redesign filters in such way that, despite of non ideal 

elements, the filter characteristics is very close to ideal ones. 
This can be done by changing values of Ls and Cs in such way 
that the filter regains close to ideal characteristics. As the 
measure of correctness several criteria can be used. First, sum of 
square distances between poles of ideal and lossy filters. Second, 
the sum of the square of differences in the coefficients of ideal 
and lossy transfer functions. Third, the differences between the 
filters' magnitude plot are minimized. The first and second 
method work, but only for simple low pass filters. In the case of 
more complex designs, the number of poles in ideal and lossy 
filters are different, so the first method can't be used. Also, if 
there are a different number of poles, then the filter's orders are 
different, so the second method of coefficient comparison will 
not work too. The most universal approach is the third method 

where the frequency magnitude plots of ideal and lossy filters 
are being matched. As a result of this approach, a lossy filter 
obtained in this way can have exactly the same frequency 
response as the ideal filter, designed using the classical 
algorithm. 

INTRODUCTION 
The operational transconductance amplifiers and capacitors 

(OTA-C) filters are a class of analog filters that are generally 
applied in continuous-time filters. Because of their ease of 
operation at various tuning frequencies, i.e. few tens of Hz to 
several GHz, OTA-C filters are practically implemented as 
channel select filters for IF/RF filters in receivers and 
baseband data links, as phase equalization in hard disks, and 
as anti-aliasing filters in digital signal processing systems. In 
recent decade, OTA-C filters have received great interest over 
traditional operational amplifier based filters because, (1) 
high frequency OTA are easily designed, as it doesn't require 
the output stage of a typical op-amp, (2) the DC 
transconductance gain (Gm) can be modified by tuning the 
bias current or voltage of the OTA. As a result wide Gm 
tuning range, the filter center frequency can be modified to 
large frequency tuning range and peak gain programmability 
can also be increased. Despite their advantages, the OTA 
non-idealities caused by parasitic capacitances and resistances 
degrades the filter frequency response and limits the high 
frequency operation. Among these non-idealities, gain 
bandwidth product generally has the most drastic effect on 
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Fig. 1. (a) representation of ideal and lossy reactance elements and 

(b) a small signal equivalent model of OT A. 

frequency characteristics, an effect due to an excess phase 
shift of an integrator. And also the finite output resistance 
deeply effects the DC gain of the transconductance [3]. As 
the parasitics of OT A affects the frequency response of the 
filter in high frequency range, lack of ideal reactance 
elements, i.e. capacitors, can also significantly degrade the 
performance of the OTA-C filter. 

Existing active filter synthesis algorithms [1,2] does not 
consider these non-idealities that are intrinsic to the amplifier 
design and the losses that are intrinsic to the reactance 
elements. As a result of the losses associated with the 
elements, the frequency response of the real filter differs 
greatly from the ideal filter designed using active filter 
synthesis algorithms with lossless elements. By taking these 
non-idealities and losses of active and reactance elements into 
consideration at the design stage, this article presents a new 
synthesis approach that compensates these non-idealities and 
allows design of transconductance filters with the use of lossy 
reactance elements and active elements with parasitics. As a 
result of this approach, a filter obtained this way can have 
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exactly the same frequency response as the non-feasible filter 
designed using the classical algorithm, built with ideal active 
and reactance elements. 

A. Pre-Distorting Losses in Transconductance Filters 

In all the existing active and passive filter synthesis 
algorithms [1,4,5,6,7,8], the elements used to build filter 
prototypes are assumed to be ideal. Every reactance element 
has considerable amount of lossy and the lossiness of the 
reactance element can be determined by the quality factor (Q
factor). High-Q reactance elements are expensive and have 
large area, where as low-Q reactance elements deform the 
magnitude and frequency response of the filter. The use of the 
term lossiness means series resistance (Rd, measured in 
ohms, for inductors and parallel conductance (GL), measured 
in siemens, for capacitors, as shown in Figure lao As it is 
impossible to build ideal reactance elements, the lossiness of 
the reactance elements changes the location of poles on the 
complex plane, and this implies the deformation of the 
magnitude response of the filter. With some additional 
assumptions, the lossy ladder filter synthesis algorithm 
presented in this article offsets the effect of resistive losses 
occurring in real components by modifying the values of 
reactance elements so that the difference of magnitude 
between the ideal and real poles of the filter can be 
minimized. 

Figure I b shows the equivalent small-signal model of any 
OTA. The parasitics that affect the frequency response in the 
high frequency range are: input (CD, output (Co) and miller 
(Cm) capacitors, and finite input (RD and output resistors (Ro). 
The transconductance (Gm) is a function of input bias current 
(Ibias) and can be described as follows, 

in subthreshold conduction, 
Gm=k\Ibias (1) 

and outside the subthreshold conduction region, 
Gm=kz(lbias) liZ (2) 

where kl and k2 are constants 
These parasitics creates non-dominant poles that impacts the 
filter transfer function and determine the cut-off frequency 
range. If the non-dominant poles are too close to the 
dominant pole, the filter transfer function can be distorted at 
higher quality factors or higher frequencies [9]. Among these 
non- idealities, a Gain Bandwidth product generally has the 
most drastic effect on frequency characteristics, an effect due 
to an excess phase shift of an integrator [10]. The parasitic 
capacitances limits the upper cut-off frequency of the filter 
and the finite input and output resistances introduce losses 
that affects the DC gain of the transconductance, 

QOTA=ADC=GmRo=Ro/Rm (3) 
Although some of these non-idealities can be compensated 

by designing an active component with high output resistance 
and high quality reactance elements, designing high quality 
active and reactance elements takes more chip area and power 
consumption. Assuming the input resistance of the OT A is 
very high and input capacitance is very low, the transfer 
function of OTA as shown in Figure lb is, 

Va Gm + SCm (4) 
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Fig. 2. Macro model for OT A-C integrator 

where Cm and Co are intrinsic Miller and output capacitances 
and Go is the output resistance of the transconductance 
element. If we assume an ideal voltage source, then CO II c'n 
and then the transfer function is show in (5) 

Va GmRo 
Vin S(Co + Cm)Ro + 1 (5) 

If the voltage source has inferred resistance Rs , then the 
transfer function shown above is more complicated. 

1. Pre-distorting input and output resistances 

It is well known that the OTA output resistance introduce 
positive excess phase, leading to Q degradation, and hence 
limiting the maximum achievable Q to be below the OT A dc 
gain. The DC gain of the active element can be improved by 
minimizing all other losses in the filter. Assuming that the 
DC gain of the trans conductor is set, the only way to improve 
the integrator Q-values is through scaling of source (Rin) and 
load (Rout) resistances. In order to compensate the effect of 
output resistance on DC gain of the active element, the output 
resistance of active element can be used as lossy value for the 
reactance element. Figure 2 shows the OTA-C integrator with 
output capacitance and resistance in parallel with design 
capacitance. Assuming GL is very small compared to Ro, 

RL=Ro*Gm 
GL =lIRL (6) 

where GL is the amount of lossiness that can be introduced in 
the reactance elements. 

2. Pre-distorting parasitic capacitances 
The grounded parasitic capacitors (Ci and Co) increase the 

load, decreasing both center frequency and filter bandwidth. 
The overlapping capacitors (Cm) introduce right-hand side 
zeros which causes peaking effects [9]. The degrading effect 
of miller-capacitors is largest at the pass-band corner 
frequency. By using the miller-theorem, the effect of miller
capacitor to the OTA-C filter can be compensated. Since 
input (Ci) and output (Co) capacitors of OTA is in parallel 
with the design capacitances, the effect of intrinsic input, 
output and miller capacitances can be compensated by 
subtracting parasitic capacitor values from the lossy reactance 
values. 

DESIGNING Lossy TRANSCONDUCTANCE FILTERS 

Lossy transconductance filters can be designed using lossy 
ladder filter prototypes. There are two main techniques to 
transform a lossy ladder circuit into its OTA-C 
implementation. The first technique known as element 
replacement, involves using capacitors directly and 
substituting inductors with an equivalent circuit thus has 
inductive input impedance. The other method is referred to as 
operational simulation, or signal flow graph method. In 
operational simulation, the node voltages and mesh currents 
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of the ladder circuit are simulated by summations and the 
ladder elements are simulated by integration operators. 

A. Synthesis of Lossy Ladder Filters 

The synthesis algorithm presented in this article makes it 
possible to design a passive ladder, butterworth, chebychev T 
& IT, and cauer filter with the use of lossy reactance elements. 
The disadvantage of existing lossy synthesis algorithm 
[11,12,13,14,15] is that they use symbolic variables to solve 
the set of non linear state-space equations in order to 
determine the transfer function of the ladder circuit as a 
result, as the order of the filter increases it is difficult to solve 
those set of equations. This limits the order and type of filter, 
and complexity and computation time is increased as the 
order of the filter is increased. The algorithm presented in this 
article uses numerical analysis to solve polynomials to 
evaluate the coefficients of the transfer function of the lossy 
ladder filter. As a result of this algorithm, synthesis of higher 
order filters can be achieved in less computation time. The 
lossy ladder synthesis algorithm follows three steps, 

1. Determining the transfer functions for ideal, real ladder 
filters. 

2. Estimating the error function. 
3. Minimizing error function using 

techniques. 
optimization 

1. Calculating the transfer function of the lossy ladder 

circuit 

Every ladder filter has several reoccurring stages as shown 
in Figure 3. If we assume the output of Stage I is I V (Vo 
=1 V), and then if we work backwards through each stage, we 
can devolop the transfer function for any type of filter, 
whether it be lossy or ideal. However upon completion, we 
must remember that the final transfer function will be the 
inverse of Vin 

Stage 4 
Rin 

Stage3 Stage 1 

above, except you have to modify the MATLAB code to 
handle all of the functions symbolically. Once this is done, 
the coefficients of your transfer function are simply 
characters such as L 1 C2 etc. Consider a 3rd order chebychev 
low pass filter with Up=1 dB, us=30 dB, ffip=lrad/sec, 
ffis=2rad/sec and designed using ideal reactance elements, 
L1 =2.023593, C2=0.994102, L3=2.023593, Rin=l, Rout=l, 
the transfer function calculated symbolically for lossy and 
ideal characteristics is shown in the Tables I & 2. 

TABLE I: 

L3*C2*LI L3*C2+C2*L I 

TABLE 2 3n! Ch h I fl S b r evyc ev ow pass Iter ,ym 0 IC coe ffi L IClents - ossy 

S3 S2 SI SO 
Ll*C2 G 1 *C2*L3 L3+G 1 *G2*L3+G 1 *C2+ 2+G3+Gl+Gl 
*L3 +Ll*G2*L G 1 *C2*G3+Ll +Ll *G2+ *G2+Gl*G2* 

3+Ll*C2+ Ll *G2*G3+G2*L3+C2+ G3+G2+G2* 
Ll*C2*G3 C2*G3 G3 
+C2*L3 

After plugging in the right values into the correct 
parameter, it can be shown that both the symbolically 
calculated transfer function, and the numerically calculated 
transfer function both match. 

1 

4.06253 + 4.01952 + 5.0375 + 2 

Symbolically Calculated Transfer Function - Ideal 
1 

4.07053 + 4.02352 + 5.0415 + 2.000 
Numerically Calculated Transfer Function - Ideal 

1 

4.06253 + 4.82952 + 5.695 + 2.321 

Symbolically Calculated Transfer Function - Lossy 
1 

4.07053 + 4.83552 + 5.6955 + 2.321 
Numerically Calculated Transfer Function - Ideal 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

Both the symbolic method and numerical method are both 
Ro proven to calculate the transfer function correctly for any 

order (N), of a low pass filter. 

Fig. 3. Stages of A 3rd order low-pass lossy chebychev ladder filter 

Consider a 3rd order low-pass Chebychev ladder filter with 
real reactance elements as shown in Figure 4. For the ladder 
filter shown above, we regard the voltage or current of each 
stage, as the generic varible State (U), as well as the 
resistance of each stage as a generic resistance, Coefficients 
(Co). Where Coefficients (Co) is going to be the impedance 
of a series branch, and the admittance of a shunt branch. Now 
by definition, each stage has one State (U) varible, and one 
Coefficients (Co) variable (see table below), and every stage 
can be calculated by adding up all of the previous stages, as 
shown in Equation 7. 

Un = Un-2 + Un-1 * COn-1 (7) 
This method is is good for calculating the transfer function 

numerically, however, it can be shown that MATLAB can 
also calculate the transfer function symbolically. The 
symbolic version follows the same method as described 

2. Calculating the error function 

The next step in the lossy synthesis algorithm after 
calculating the transfer function of ideal and real ladder filters 
is to reduce the difference between the coefficients of the 
transfer function of ideal and real filter. 

0.' Pol" of "allilte'�
J 

0.' 

0.4 

0.' 

�., 

�.4 Poles of ideal filter 
-0.6 

-0.8 

-0.9 -0.8 -0.7 -0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 

Fig. 4. Pole locations of 3n! order real and prototype low-pass chebychev 
filter 
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As seen from Figure 4, poles of real filter are further apart 
from poles of the ideal filter. The goal of the lossy ladder 
synthesis algorithm is to minimize the distance between these 
poles of the ideal and the real filter, by optimizing reactance 
elements of the real filter such that the poles of real filter 
matches with that of the ideal filter. 

To monitor the error between these poles, an error 
function is written that computes the difference of poles 
between real and prototype filters and passes the mean square 
value of the poles to neider-mead method for optimization 
process. Another way is to calculate the error function as a 
difference of the coefficients, between the the ideal transfer 
function, and the lossy transfer function. 

3. Optimization technique to minimize error{unction 

The lossy ladder synthesis algorithm [3] uses standard 
neider-mead method to find local minimum of error function 
using simplex method. This optimization method above 
works well for low pass filters. You can optimize by the 
difference between the roots, or by the difference between the 
coefficients, of the real and lossy filters and achieve ideal 
like results. However, for more complex filters, such as 
bandpass filters, the algorithm will introduce extra poles and 
zeroes in the transfer function. Therefore there will be a 
different number of coefficients for ideal and for the lossy 
transfer function. As a consequence, both methods are not 
suitable for designing complex filters. 

We have introduced another method which optimizes the 
amplitude characteristics of the filter. With the transfer 
function that we calculated above, we can substitute 'jCD' for 
"s". Then for different CD, we will get different amplitudes, 
and then we will use the Levenberg Marquardt (LM) 
algorithm to optimize the bode plot characteristics. Pseudo 
code of our algorithm is shown in Figure S. 

for iter�l:maxiter 

calculate [num_id.den_idJ % ideal transfer function 

calculate [num_Is.den_IsJ % lossy transfer function 

for sample w 

substitute's' withjw for num_id/den_id 

substitute's' withjw for num _Is/den_Is 

calculate error 

end 

calculate Jacobian matrix with numeric way 

gradient�Jacobian '*error 

hessian�Jacobian '*Jacobian 

del�inv(hessian+mu*l) *gradient % change of elements 

use LM algorithm to adjust mu 

elements�elements+del % update elements 

end 

Fig. 5. Pseudo code for LM Algonthm 

B. Experimental Results 

a) Low-pass filter: Sth Order Butterworth: 
Consider a Sth order Butterworth prototype low pass filter 
shown in Figure 6 with up=l dB, us=30 dB, CDp=1 rad/sec, 
CDs=2rad/sec . 

Rout 

Fig. 6. 5th Order Butterworth LP Filter 
Figure 7 shows ideal charactristics and characteristic of the 
same filter where each reactive element has Q=20. 
Element values for ideal filter: 
Rin=l, L1=0.617741, C2=1.617266, L3=1.9990S, 
C4=1.617266, LS=0.617741, Rout=l; 
Q = 00 for all reactive elements 
Elements values for lossy filter: 
Rin=l, Ll=0.617741, C2=1.617266, L3=1.9990S, 
C4=1.617266, LS=0.617741, Rout=l; 
Q = 20 for all reactive elements 

0.6 

0.5 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

o 

Qriginal frequency characteristics of 5-th order Butterworth filter 
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Fig. 7. Frequency Response of 5"' order Butterworth Filter 
Figure S shows results for redesigned Sth order low-pass 
Butterworth fitter. Notice that this time ideal and lossy fitters 
have almost identical characteristics. 
Elements values for redesigned lossy filter: 
Rin=l, Ll=1.46S4, C2=1.3223, L3=2.1S14, C4=1.3777, 
LS=0.S20S, Rout=1.4741; Q = 20 for all reactive elements 

0.6 

0.5 

0.4 \ 
0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

o 

-0.1 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
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'" 
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Fig. 8. Frequency Response of optimized 51h order Butterworth Filter 
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b) Low-pass filter: 5th order Chebyshev 
Let us design low-pass the Chebyshev fiter for the same 
specifications as the previous filter. Consider a 5th order 
Chebyshev prototype low pass filter shown in Figure 9 with 
up=1 dB, us=30 dB, wp=lrad/sec, ws=2rad/sec . 

�fD--r--!Y\La4 
Rin � --- � 

Ca1 Rout 

Fig_ 9_ 5th Order Chebyshev LP Filter 
Figure 10 shows ideal characteristics and characteristics of 
the same filter where each reactive element has Q=20. 
Element values for ideal filter: 
Rin=l, Ll=2.25742, C2=1.5107, L3=1.5106, C4=2.2573, 
Rout=l; Q = 00 for all reactive elements 
Elements values for redesigned lossy filter: 
Rin=l, Ll=0.617741, C2=1.617266, L3=1.99905, 
C4=1.617266, L5=0.617741, Rout=l; 
Q = 20 for all reactive elements 
One may notice that much better characteristics can be 
obtained with Butterworth filters than with Chebyshev filters 
as shown in Figure 11. This is even more evident if we 
compare the design of band-pass filters. 

Qriginal frequency characteristics of 5-th order Butterworth filter 
0.5 :-___ ..... " ,"\ " l \ 0.45 _ 

'\\" l \ 
0.4 --==-...,�:-t---Jr-------\-------L,-�� 

0.35 ---�--4...L.+-�\-------+--+--
0.3----------r.......-+-----\-+------+-+--

0.25 _ 

0.2 _ 

0.15 _ 

0.1 _ 

0.05 _ 

Fig. 10. Frequency Response of 51h order Chebyshev Filter 
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Fig. 11 Frequency Response of optimized 5th order Chebyshev Filter 

c) Band-pass filter: 4
th Order Chebyshev: 

Consider a 4th order Chebyshev prototype band pass filter 
shown in Figure 12 with up=1 dB, us=30 dB, wc=lrad/sec. 

Lb2 Cb2 Lb4 Cb4 

Rout 

Fig_ 12_ 4th Order Chebyshev BP Filter 
Figure 13 shows ideal charactristics and characteristic of the 
same filter where each reactive element has Q=20. 
Element values for ideal filter: 
Rin= I ,Cb4=0.2215, Lb4=4.5148, Ca3=3.0214, La3=0.3310, 
Cb2=0.331 0,Lb2=3.0212,Cal =4.5146,Lal =0.2215,Rout=l; 
Q = 00 for all reactive elements 
Elements values for lossy filter: 
Rin=l, Cb4=0.2215, Lb4=4.5148,Ca3=3.0214, La3=0.3310, 
Cb2=0.3310,Lb2=3.0212,Cal =4.5146,Lal =0.2215,Rout=l; 
Q = 20 for all reactive elements 
Figure 14 shows results for redesigned 4th order band-pass 
Chebyshev filter. 
Elements values for redesigned lossy filter: 
Rin=l, Cb4=0.1575,Lb4=6.3476,Ca3=2.2806,La3=0.4385, 
Cb2=0.2802,Lb2=3.5694,Cal =4.0534,Lal =0.2467,Rout= 1; 
Q = 20 for all reactive elements 
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Fig. 13. Frequency Response of 41h order Chebyshev Filter 
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Modified frequency characteristics of the filter 
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Fig_ 14_ Frequency Response of Optimized 4th order Chebyshev Filter 

d) Band-pass filter: 5
th Order Butterworth: 

Consider a 5th order Butterworth prototype band pass filter 
shown in Figure 7 with up=1 dB, us=30 dB, wc=lrad/sec. 
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Figure 15 shows ideal charactristics and characteristic of the 
same filter where each reactive element has Q=20. 
Element values for ideal filter: 
Rin=1 ,Lb I =1.2355,Cb I =0.8094,La2=0.3092,Ca2=3.2345,Lb 
3=3.9981 ,Cb3=0.2501 ,La4=0.3092,Ca4=3.2345,Lb5=1.2355, 
Cb5=0.8094,Rout=l; Q = CIJ for all reactive elements 
Elements values for lossy filter: 
Rin=1 ,Lb I =1.2355,Cb I =0.8094,La2=0.3092,Ca2=3.2345,Lb 
3=3.9981 ,Cb3=0.2501 ,La4=0.3092,Ca4=3.2345,Lb5=1.2355, 
Cb5=0.8094,Rout=l; Q = 20 for all reactive elements 
Figure 16 shows results for redesigned 5th order band-pass 
Butterworth fitter. 
Elements values for redesigned lossy filter: 
Rin=l,Lbl =1.0374,Cbl =0.9639,La2=0.3621,Ca2=2.7620,Lb 
3=4.3528,Cb3=0.2297 ,La4=0.3775,Ca4=2.6492,Lb5=2. 9210, 
Cb5=0.3423,Rout=1; Q = 20 for all reactive elements 
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Fig. 15. Frequency Response of 5lh order Butterworth Filter 
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Fig. 16. Frequency Response of Optimized 51h order Butterworth Filter 

CONCLUSIONS 

The filter synthesis algorithm introduced in this article 
makes it possible to design lossy transconductance filters by 
taking their lossiness into consideration during the filter 
synthesis stage and compensate the non-idealities of the 
transconductance amplifier, by modeling and mapping the 

different intrinsic components that influence the frequency 
response of lossy transconductance filter. The simulation 
results has shown that minimizing the differences between the 
filters' magnitude plot has shown to be effective in evaluating 
other error correction techniques using Levenberg Marquardt 
(LM) algorithm. As a result of this approach, only 
butterworth and chebyshev filter design has been presented in 
this paper. Futher research include extending lossy 
transconductance filter design to inverse chebyshev and cauer 
filters. 
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